In creating an appraisal policy to support the documentation of a church, synagogue or other religious movement, an archives must decide whether to gloss over the religious aspect of its mission and seek to document itself as an organization which happens to be religious, or to attempt to engage the messy question of belief to document the faith group itself. This paper will examine the problems and possibilities of appraisal in religious archives. I will first discuss the development of the last forty years of appraisal theory regarding religious archives, and then examine how that literature has been applied at the Archives of the Episcopal Church, a religious repository in Austin, Texas. Finally, I will discuss how a repository could combine the implications of both the literature and its application at the two repositories to create or update an appraisal policy that would support the full and faithful documentation of a religious group, using the newly-established archives of the Austin's Congregation Agudas Achim as an example. Documenting Religious Organizations: Theory and Practice
Introduction
A religious archives finds itself in a quandary from the outset: in creating an archival appraisal policy to support the documentation of a church, synagogue or other religious movement, should the archives gloss over the religious aspect of its mission and document itself as an organization which happens to be religious, or should it engage the messy question of belief to document the faith group itself? While it is certainly easier to treat a church or synagogue as an organization from the perspective of documentation, a church or any other religious institution is only as good as its believers; for a religious archives to ignore the importance of religious belief and the practices those beliefs engender seems to ignore a significant portion of what makes a church different from any other organized social group. This paper aims to generate appraisal policy recommendations for the newly-established archives of the North Austin synagogue Congregation Agudas Achim based on the literature on appraisal in religious archives and current practice of other Austin religious repositories. Accordingly, I will first discuss the development of appraisal theory regarding religious archives and then examine how that literature has been applied at the Archives of the Episcopal Church (AEC). Finally, I will discuss the implications of the literature and its application at the AEC and what the Congregation Agudas Achim history committee may learn from both in the creation of its own appraisal policy.
Evolving Approaches to Religious Archives

Childhood
Religious archives first emerged in the archival consciousness in the 1960s, when they were treated like organizational archives which happened to be religious rather than as some special, more transcendent type of archives. Two articles, one discussing Catholic chancery archives and one discussing the archives of the Mennonite Church, exemplify this attitude. The former, published in 1965 by priest and archivist Francis Weber, takes a reductive approach to documenting diocesan activities;
Weber states that "organizational procedure is rather uniform in American curiae," and that all Catholic chancery archives will therefore generally be comprised of the same sorts of records (Weber, 1965, 255) .
After listing the exhaustive set of series required for his own diocese, the Diocese of Los Angeles, Weber instructs chancery archivists from smaller dioceses to subtract or conflate series according to their own needs. The kinds of series cited by Weber revolved around the formal Catholic hierarchy, and include series for men and women religious, priests and chaplains, diocesan, American and European seminaries, ordination, cemetery files, parishes in and outside the city, education, and Catholic societies. Melvin Gingerich's article (1966) on appraisal for religious archives with reference to the Mennonite church also argues for an organizational view of religious bodies. He appends the Mennonite appraisal policy, and its discussion of church officers' responsibilities to the records they create makes the treatment of the church as an incorporated organization explicit:
A person holding an office in an agency of the church acts as a servant of the church, not as a private individual…[although m]any of the officers…of our incorporated boards maintain their offices…in their own homes. Does this accident of the location of records change the nature of the records, so that they become the private records of the individual rather than the records of the corporate group? (519) (520) There is little intimation that church officers are engaged in holy work; if anything, this appraisal policy seeks to reduce church service to the level of an ordinary bureaucracy so that the church may legally retain the records it creates, and once again, the cited series of records of be retained are all products of official processes: meeting minutes, all non-routine communications, bylaws and constitutions.
Interestingly, although Gingerich also discusses the desirability of accessioning church leaders' personal papers in the body of his article, personal papers appear nowhere in the actual appraisal guidelines as a record type worthy of collection.
Adolescence
As the number of religious archives grew throughout the 1970s (O'Toole 1980) , new approaches to religious history-no doubt influenced by changing historiographical agenda in secular history-began to percolate into the archival consciousness. In a 1977 review of Catholic historiographical practices, William Halsey identifies a sea change in Catholic historical writing from an emphasis on the Catholic Church and its institutions to an interest in Catholicism's broader social and cultural impact, which he argues is not supported by the archival resources held in contemporary Catholic repositories. Halsey describes a body of records that speak to the formal hierarchy, the Church and its ordained elite, but that ignore the middle and bottom layers: the ordinary Catholic clergy, administrators, and educators crucial to the Catholic experience, as well as the mass of Catholics themselves, those "who were unable or without sufficient leisure to articulate their feelings in a literary fashion" (28). His criticism strongly implies that documenting only the Church's formal activities was not sufficient to document Catholicism, and that the lack of records from ordinary clergy and Catholics in Catholic archives denote a serious gap in Catholic history, an analysis which may be extended to any faith movement.
Halsey goes on to say that "both historians and archivists must be more ingenious when it comes to dealing with the majority of American Catholics" (29); one version of this ingenuity was hinted at by Sister Felicitas Powers in a 1980 article published in Catholic Library World. While Powers' overall emphasis is on the organizational nature of religious archives, she also sees a place for the documentation of belief, and to that end, recommends the collection of the personal papers of an order's founder or foundress; although a founder's papers are a far cry from those of ordinary Catholics, the terms in which Sr. Powers speaks of those papers, as a way to document "animating spirit," show an effort to archivally capture the less tangible aspects of religious belief (38).
Adulthood
It was not until the mid1980s, however, that religious archives found their theoretical prophet in James O'Toole, who was the first to seriously grapple with the meaning and thoughtful documentation of religious archives; the decade from 1984-1995, bookended by his two key articles on the subject, may be seen as the pinnacle of religious archival theory. At the time serving as the archivist of the Archdiocese of Boston, O'Toole first took up his theme of the meaning of religious archives in his 1984 article "What's Different About Religious Archives?" There he proposes four factors that set religious archives apart. First, he argues, religious archives appeal to external belief to validate both their mission and their recordkeeping practices; he gives the example of baptism, the records of which speak not only to the practice of baptism itself but also to the age at which a particular church sees baptism as necessary, a significant doctrinal point in several strains of Protestantism. Second, religious archives have as part of their mission the documentation of the intangible-in other words, that a necessary part of religion which must therefore inform its archives is the belief in some other world, which in context is no less real for being wholly spiritual. This presents obvious challenges to documentation which are not faced to the same degree, if at all, by secular archives. Third, religious archives are blossoming at a time (in 1984) when religious faith and the interest in scholarly religious history is declining, meaning that religious archives must perforce work harder to justify themselves as necessary institutions from the perspective of their parent organizations-who will look at these records if membership in the church and religious scholarship is declining?-and from the perspective of funding, which varies directly with formal membership in a religious organization. Finally, O'Toole argues that American religious archives face a unique challenge in carving out a space in the public discourse because of the strong American tradition of the privacy of faith set against the tradition of a public, secular "religion of civility," an unseeing pluralism which does not admit of any one faith taking precedence (O'Toole 1984, 98) . Institutionally, archives are conceived as public and impartial, places where all of history may be found rather than only some of it, or all of it from a particular perspective (Buckley 2007 , Schmuland 1999 , and setting aside the glaring inaccuracies of such perceptions, in O'Toole's analysis, an archives which self-identifies with a particular faith becomes a stick in the eye of public pluralism.
While aspects of O'Toole's analysis seem somewhat dated today-his assertion that religion is unwelcome in the public discourse, for example, seems increasingly untrue in the wake of the Moral Majority and the Tea Party caucus-his article represents the first serious attempt on the part of an archivist to engage with the difficulties of religious archives, namely, whether or not they are in fact different than archives of the secular stamp. What O'Toole does not do is make any recommendations in terms of appraisal. An archives manual published the same year, Evelyn Ling's Archives in the Church or Synagogue Library (1984) , does engage this question, and the list of records types she suggests as worthy of preservation is a far more varied assemblage than those promoted in the 1960s. In addition to the typical official records, correspondence and church or synagogue publications, Ling advocates for collecting oral histories, particularly from older members of the congregation, photographs and paintings of significant events in congregational life, memorabilia, and congregant correspondence, all of which are unofficial records and none of which were even mentioned by the likes of Gingerich and Weber.
Just why those sorts of records-oral histories and memorabilia-have particular significance for religious archives is discussed by O'Toole in his second great contribution to the theory of religious archives, the idea of symbolic value (1993) . Symbolic value is a third layer of meaning for archival records, in addition to the informational and evidential values laid out by Theodore Schellenberg in 1956, which O'Toole defines loosely as "the impractical reasons for the creation of records," records for which meaning is "derive [d] less from what appears in its surface text and more from its symbolic standing-in for something else" (O'Toole 1993, 238). Although both secular and religious examples of symbolic records are described, the emphasis throughout his article is on the deeply symbolic values invested in religious records and recordkeeping practices. An old Torah scroll cover, for example, attests to the practice of hiddur mitzvah, whereby the Jews are commanded to make their religious objects beautiful to look at so as to inspire. Hiddur mitzvah has its origins in a phrase from the song sung by the Israelites after crossing the Sea of Reeds 1 and is thus linked to one of the defining experiences of the Jewish people.
A Torah scroll cover embroidered with a family name signifies that family's participation in hiddur mitzvah and in the life of the congregation in a far more visceral way than a returned pledge cards from the annual High Holidays campaign. O'Toole also argues that although many of the records in religious archives also have evidential value, their symbolic value is no less important. To draw on the baptism example cited above, baptismal records contain all three types of value: informationally, they attest to the names and dates of births in a parish; evidentially, to the practice of baptism within a church; and symbolically, to the church's position on infant versus adult baptism.
While O'Toole's symbolic value is a powerful tool for analyzing the holdings of religious archives of all stripes, and presents compelling reasons to retain records and artifacts that might ordinarily be discarded, another significant motivation for religious recordkeeping is presented by Tim Macquiban Center for the Study of Conservative Judaism, in consultation with Helen Samuels, described a strategy which, although it was anchored around the documentation of the Conservative movement's institutions-the Jewish Theological Seminary, the United Synagogue for Conservative Judaism, and the network of Jewish day schools and summer camps-was ultimately more concerned with underdocumented areas speaking to belief. These areas included "the role of Conservative rabbi beyond the synagogue, as… in interfaith work, the civil rights struggle, [and] chaplaincy in the military…[and t]he changing role of women in religious life" (Wertheimer, Bernhardt and Miller 1994, 378-379) .
Although the Wertheimer-Samuels strategy was never implemented, 2 its outline is striking in its identification of these slippery categories of Jewish practice as both necessary and desirable categories for which to seek documentation, in addition to the obvious formal sources of Conservative Jewish records.
Middle age
Having reached its theoretical heights in the early 1990s, the subfield of religious archivy settled into a comfortable middle age in the second half of the decade, which saw the publication of a literature review on religious archivy (Patkus 1997 Another piece of the acquisitions policy which can be seen as emphasizing belief is the interest in artifacts with exhibition value. The formal invocation of exhibition value is an interesting one; archives do not typically acknowledge accessioning collections or artifacts purely for exhibition purposes, even if such value can be a recognized component part of records ' overall value (Intrinsic value 1982) , but in a religious setting, it is rather apropos. Organized religion, particularly in the Catholic and High Church Protestant traditions, is dependent in large part on the spectacle of worship. It is not only the transubstantiation of the host but the spectacle of taking Communion which gives the ritual its power.
While an archival exhibit is a poor second to an Easter Mass at Canterbury, the archives is catering to an acknowledged human desire and need for artifacts, where they may have a particularly powerful impact if they are both religiously and historically significant. 
Recommendations for Congregation Agudas Achim
The history committee of Congregation Agudas Achim (CAA) should combine the approaches of the documentation strategy for Conservative Judaism with those of the Archives of the Episcopal Church in determining what to include in its own appraisal policy.
From the documentation strategy, the synagogue may take methodological guidance. In terms of actual records collection, the Ratner Center started by gathering the low-hanging fruit: the records of the Jewish Theological Seminary and other formal arms of the Conservative movement, records that were both important to retain and relatively easy to find and accession (Wertheimer, Bernhardt and Miller 1994) . Documentation of less tangible aspects of the movement such as changing women's roles or the role of the rabbinate outside the synagogue were identified as areas of prime interest but were not immediately attacked. It would thus behoove the synagogue to first put its house in order by accessioning, arranging, and describing the formal records to which it already has access, such as the records from the board of directors' meetings, the Sisterhood, the weekly synagogue bulletins, and so on, before it seeks records documenting less tangible aspects of Jewish life and practice. This does not mean that the congregation's formal records in hand must be completely processed before the synagogue begins to seek out other documentation, but that it would be preferable to have a processing program for accessible records well established before the synagogue begins soliciting congregants' papers.
The AEC appraisal policy also has much to offer, particularly in terms of records types to seek and not to seek. The synagogue should mirror the AEC's focus on collecting the papers of influential congregants and also ensure that they receive as full documentation as possible of their rabbinate. The impact of particular religious leaders on the tenor of a congregation cannot be overstated, and CAA's current head rabbi, Neil Blumofe, is a well-known and well-loved figure in the Jewish community as well as the wider Austin community (Best dulcet tone 2011, SX schedule 2012). Assistant rabbi Rachel
Kobrin has been no less important as a guiding influence, and has in her brief tenure introduced several new programs, including a monthly Saturday morning minyan with a special focus on song, and a monthly Friday night service in South Austin.
The synagogue should also make a special effort to retain artifacts which speak to the religious life of the congregation. Examples currently held by the synagogue include old Torah scroll covers, a tablecloth from the 1970s embroidered with names of congregants by the CAA Sisterhood as a fundraising venture, and a mock Torah scroll signed by the members of a new Reform congregation to whom CAA lent a kosher Torah scroll. Again, although these are not records traditionally archival, their symbolic value in terms of religious practice militates that they been retained.
Similarly, CAA would do well to echo the AEC's refusal to take the secular papers of Jews who are not active in the life of the congregation; if the synagogue archives wish to document Jewish religious life, the papers of a non-observant Jewish businessman will do little to enhance the collection. One exception should be made for papers technically secular detailing Israel advocacy and activism that may or may not be religiously motivated, but that also document a fundamental part of both American Jewish life and the priorities of CAA. Nor should the synagogue accept the records of other Austin Jewish organizations not affiliated with the congregation, such as local day schools and the Austin Jewish Community Center, as these records definitely fall beyond the scope of the congregation itself.
Conclusions
Religious archival theory has evolved and developed significantly since the 1960s from a curiosity in the archival literature to a true subdiscipline with its own, albeit it small, body of literature of theory and best practice. New repositories now have a wealth of thoughtful and specialized literature on which to draw as a guide in formulating the founding policies that are crucial for a functioning and sustainable repository; the new archives of Congregation Agudas Achim is no exception. By modeling the appraisal policy of the Archives of the Episcopal Church, as well as taking methodological guidance from the proposed documentation strategy for Conservative Judaism, there is no reason to think that the CAA archives, with the proper institutional support, will not be a successful endeavor.
